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Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 28

The Type 28 NSP is an energy pistol made in large quantities by Ketsurui Zaibatsu for use as a main
sidearm for the Star Army of Yamatai. Its manufacturer nomenclature is the Ke-W2-1 series.

History

The Type 28 NSP is the successor to the highly successful Type 27 NSP produced by Ketsurui Zaibatsu
the previous year. While the two weapons share many similarities, their parts (including magazines) were
not interchangeable because the pistol has been completely redesigned. Changes included a more
compact body and internal components, new materials, a rear-mounted battery (the 27 had the battery
in the stock), repositioned light and laser buttons, sights, a trigger guard, and the removal of one safety.
The display on the back of the 27 was replaced by a simple shot counter on the BR-28 magazine itself;
this allows for soldiers to quickly check the charge of battery magazines without inserting them into a
weapon.

The Star Army distributed millions of Type 28 service pistols to its soldiers and they are proving popular
among both the Nekovalkyrja and humans due to the improved design, though some preferred the Type
27's more complex electronic display.

Production of the Type 28 ended in YE 30 when it was succeeded by the Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type
30 In YE 33, a newer variant in the design lineage, the Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33, became the
primary sidearm for the Star Army.
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Description

The NSP is very lightweight and extremely rugged (especially for an energy weapon) and can perform in
extreme conditions (after long submersion in water or ice, covered in mud, after being dropped a few
decks, etc.). The grip is designed for a Nekovalkyrja standard 3-fingered hand, but replacement grips for
human-type hands are very easily installed by removing the two screws that hold the grip assembly on.
The standard grip is made of polished walnut.

Like its predecessor, the Type 28 NSP features an integrated laser sight and tactical flashlight under the
barrel that run on an internal battery. This internal battery lasts over 10 hours (using both the laser and
the light) without magazine power.

The NSP has three firing modes, pulse, heavy, and stun. Modes are selected by a switch on the gun's left
side. In pulse mode, pulling the trigger halfway fires a single shot. Fully pulling the trigger fires until the
trigger is released. The weapon's heavy mode expends 5 times as much energy, for a grenade-like effect.
Stun mode fires a scalar pulse designed to temporarily overcome and disable the target's nervous
system and works on both organics and electronics. Pulling the trigger lightly fires enough scalar_waves
to disable an average human without permanent damage. Pulling firmly fires enough to disable most
Nekovalkyrja.

Different Versions of the Type 28

These are the different models of this weapon that were produced:

Type 28 Type 28A Type 28A2

Type 28A Field Version Type 28A Ceremonial Gold Type 28A/C Civilian
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Type 28C Type 28C/C Civilian Type 28D

Type: Multi-Purpose Energy Pistol
Model: Type 28 Series Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol
Standard Product Nomenclature System: Ke-W2-1 series
Designer: Ketsurui Hanako
Manufacturers: Ketsurui Zaibatsu, Star Army of Yamatai
Organizations: Ketsurui Clan, Star Army of Yamatai, Yamatai Security Agency
Dimensions: 17.3 cm long.
Weight: 0.5 kilograms.
Range: 300+ meters
Tier 2 Damage Rating (Version 3) (Tier 3 for heavy mode)
4 Firing Modes:

Safe (does not fire)
Single (Pull trigger and hold for full automatic fire)
Heavy (Pull trigger and hold for full automatic heavy fire)
Stun (Pull trigger and hold for heavy stun)

Magazine: Ketsurui BR-28 Series Battery Magazine
Capacity: 50 shots. (10 if using heavy mode).

Civilian Variant

The Ketsurui Zaibatsu Type 28C/C NSP has the following features:

Civilians can purchase
Blue metal body
Stun mode and extra safety on selector switch
Integrated laser/light system
Also available with pearl body
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Note: Heavy mode not available on civilian model

Price: 1,000 KS

OOC Information

Authored and approved by Wes on July 4, 2005 1). Art by Wes.

Star Army Logistics
Supply Classification Class G - WEAPONS INDIVIDUAL SMALL ARMS
First Used YE 28
Products & Items Database
Product Categories weapons: pistols
Product Name Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 28
Nomenclature Ke-W2-1
Manufacturer Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Year Released YE 28
Price (KS) 1 ,000.00 KS
DR v3 max Tier 3
Mass (kg) 0.5 kg

1)
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